
BFY 2012 Session XV “Breakout Discussions I” 

Statistical Physics/Soft Matter Instructional Labs 

==================================================================== 
Participants 
============ 
 
David Bailey, University of Toronto  
Michael Lerner, Earlham College 
Declan Mulhall, University of Scranton 
Thomas Moses, Knox College 
Carl Grossman, Swarthmore 
Linda Winkler, Moorhead 
Ben Stottrup, Augsburg College 
Charles Bosse, MIT 
Others, but those are all the names I have. 
 
Discussion summary 
================== 
 
General discussion 
------------------ 
 - One of the great aspects of this sort of lab is that it's easy to find something really fun. E.g. 
the subwoofer/bouncing balls experiment from the workshop. The disadvantage is that it's 
sometimes hard to go from the fun to the quantitative.  
 
 - It's easy to find something completely new where you can't look up the answer, which is great 
for student-driven learning. 
 
 - Some of these things are quite cheap. 
 
 - There was general agreement that there should be a lab component to every class. 
 
 - Tom Moses has a 6-part lab that he does with Kittel. Wants more. Liquid xtals are a bit more 
advanced and the theory doesn't    connect so well with Kittel.  
 
 - Carl Grossman wants soph lab for stat mech/thermal using Schroeder-level book. Several 
people seemed to want such a thing. 
 
 - Someone had a liquid crystal lab, a tweezer lab, and wanted a tracking lab. 
 
 - Linda Winkler. Soph level 1st sem class is 1/3-1/2 thermal. For them, lab experience vanishes 
after soph level. Moving towards having labs inside main theory courses. 
 
 - Charles Bosse (MIT). They just started doing "student choice" lab, and want more stat mech 
ideas. 
 



 - The policy of "Take an idea, see if this is feasible" is really useful for students to figure out 
before they enter grad school. Stat Mech/Soft Matter seems like a great place to play with such 
things. 
 
 
Potentially feasible new labs 
----------------------------- 
We then had a discussion of whether certain labs we were considering would be feasible: 
 
 - get a can, fill it with a couple of hard objects, cover can with foam, so you can hear objects 
clank with each other, but not with can. roll it around, listen to "plink" sound, see if can model 
exactly.  
 
 - light in the middle of sun takes 10,000 years to get out. so, put square wave of light down 
tube, get it out. then fill with milk, see how it degrades. vial 1cm, 10ns pulse, you'll see a tail 
that goes on for microseconds. Some of the photons travel 500 miles. If your path is too long, 
you'll get nothing. If you have a little longer, it'll take forever. Can also use polystyrene balls 
instead of milk. Can fit light pattern as function of time afterwards. Isn't the multiple scattering 
theory really complicated? No, it's just a random walk, so probably get a power law distribution 
for the times, integrate to get total signal? We didn't work this out completely, but it seems like 
a nice idea. 
 
 - random motion vs. seemingly random motion. e.g. random matrix theory. So, track a particle 
doing random motion, then track bumble bee, figure out which is random and which isn't? 
Perhaps one could use David Bailey's subwoofer setup with no liquid to demonstrate random, 
and then with liquid to show nonrandom (surface tension gives a force between the bouncing 
balls). This might be a nice experiment for calculating g(r) 
 
 - Another potential g(r) lab: maybe take two 256x256 black and white images, one is random 
and the other isn't (but looks random at a quick glance). It's relatively straightforward to write 
code to calculate g(r) in this case, so the students could do some programming.  
 
What other concepts are tricky? 
------------------------------- 
Entropy, obviously. 
 
 - add salt to snow, get -10C. Finally understand that entropy is more fundamental than 
temperature. it's not "everything gets colder". 
 
 - Schroeder's excel spreadsheet homeworks absolutely cure understanding problems with 
entropy.  
 
Thermal diffusion 
----------------- 
There was a nice poster using 10x10 thermal sensors on Al plate, heat with blow torch. hooked 
up to Cypress (like arduino but a bit more powerful). The company would apparently give you 



a card to do some prototopying with. It's ~$250 otherwise, more than arduino, but more 
powerful. Hopefully with this, if they try to set it up as a DE, they'll arrive at the diffusion 
equation. Cypress, Mark Masters, W08, 
P21. Eric Ayars. Can't you use a digital camera and look at IR? The way to get a cheap camera 
for this is to get a night vision camera from thinkgeek. Ordinary phone cameras can do this, but 
you have to take off the plastic for near IR. For thermal, need better cameras. Near IR is 
probably fine for blackbody radiation, which you'll get with a blow torch. You won't get the 
peak, but you'll get something you can see. Fluke has good stuff, but typically $1000. They're 
the thermal camera experts. 
 
One can also stick a thermometer on end of thermal tube, stick into hot water, then stick into 
ice, see heat waves, fit with Bessel functions. You can do with aluminum tube with thermistor. 
get square wave temperature wave propagating up tube, solve. People generally liked this idea. 
 
Lead 
---- 
 - maybe as demo, get a lead bell, doesn't sound nice. dip in liquid nitrogen, "sonorous sound of 
brass" .. maybe do with tuning fork. Isn't the sound degradation about phonons? Watch the 
sound melt. Temperature dependence of elastic constant/young's modulus? 
 
 - This is related to a great intro demo: take lead brick, cover with duct tape, put it on your 
hand. say you're going to tap it with hammer very gently. smash it with a hammer really hard. 
Momentum transfer is so small that you really don't feel anything. This won't work if you cool 
the brick down. it's important to make sure they think you're going to gently tap it so they freak 
out. Do this in intro class, follow up in advanced class with "cool it down version." 
 
 - Do sound demo with lead bar, also bounce ball off it both warm and cold. 
 
Computer simulations 
-------------------- 
Schroeder has some fantastic 2D computer simulations available on his software page 
(http://physics.weber.edu/schroeder/software/). In particular, the molecular dynamics applet is 
great for playing around with (http://physics.weber.edu/schroeder/software/MDApplet.html) 
 
 
Workshops from BFY 
================== 
 
I had meant to collect a full summary of all of the posters and workshops relevant to our 
breakout session, but I didn't have enough time. Here's a partial list. 
 
W01 Statistical/Nonlinear Physics with Subwoofers (David Bailey) 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
 - Random walk 
 - Entropy of unknotting (compare to simulations, calculations) 
 - bouncing balls for phase change, etc. (compare to simulations) 



 - g(r)? 
 
W17 Optical Trapping in Biophysics (Tom Colton, Berkeley) 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
 - Modern experimental techniques 
 - Brownian motion 
 
W26 A simple, inexpensive single molecule DNA microscope (Allen Price, Emmanuel 
College) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 - Brownian motion 
 - MolBio techniques 
 - Polymer physics, persistence length, WLC 
 
W29 Brownian Motion: Measuring Avogadro's Constant for $70 (Beth Parks, Colgate 
University) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 - Avogadro's Constant, Brownian motion 
 
W32 Diffusion in Microfluidic Structures (Steve Wonnell, Johns Hopkins) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 - Boltzmann's constant 
 - diffusion,viscous drag, Einstein 
 - Reynolds number 
 
P10 Using computer simulations to teach the Jarzynski equality 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 - Jarzynski 
 - Molecular dynamics 
 - Fluctuation Theorems 
 
 
Do we need a wiki 
================= 
During the discussion 
--------------------- 
The answer to this is absolutely yes. We'll ask ALPhA to host.  
 
 - Much lower friction/barrier to entry than forums. No need to read through a ton of "I can't do 
it either" replies. Information dense. 
 
 - You don't want a public wiki because you don't want just everybody to be able to edit. 
Compadre would be very nice because it should basically be true that having a compadre 
account means you're qualified. Beyond that, it's a wiki, so you can back out someone else's 
changes. 
 



 - Might be nice to have "instructor only" section for answers to common questions that you 
want the students to have to figure out on their own, etc. 
 
 - Can use tags for concepts and courses. 
 
 - There are some tools available to convert from word to mediawiki, so provide a good start. 
 
 
After the discussion 
-------------------- 
I taked to Ramon Torres-Isea, and the structure is already in place for wikis. They need 
someone to seed it with content. I'll seed 1-2 labs, and hopefully others can seed this section 
with more. 
 


